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Scholastic Honorary Taps Eleven

Number 5

Run-Off Elections
Slated For Monday
Thirteen run-off elections for class offices, originally
scheduled for today, will be held in the Student Center from
9:00 to 4:00 on Monday, Nov. 2, Student Council president
Dick Mansfield announced Thursday morning.
Reason for the delay in the run-,offs is that a complaint about election procedure has been lodged with the
Election Board. Until the Board has a chance to meet and

TAPPING TUESDAY morning during B period, Phi Society added 11 sophomores to its ranks. New
members are, first row, 1. to r., Lee Rogers, Shoreen Tews, Georgianna Hunter, Barbara Goldner,
Arthella Hines, Matt Carr, and John Hughes, and, second row, Nini Thompson, Sandy McEntaffer, Mary
Amick, and Janet Cummings. Initiation of those tapped will take place this afternoon.

Phi Soctety Honors 11 Sophomores
In Surprise Tapping Tuesday Morning
The Rollins Phi Society
added 11 students to its membership in a surprise tapping
ceremony Tuesday morning.
The members of the scholastic honorary
organization
went in a body and tapped
the new members in their B
p e r i o d classes, conducted
them to the center for coffee,
and informally w e l c o m e d
them into the society.
The Phi Society, an affiliate
of Phi Beta Kappa, recognizes
and grants membership to sophomore students who maintained an
outstanding academic average during their freshman year. This
year's group of two men and nine
women maintained overall averages for the year of from 7.33
to 8.08.
The new members are Mary
Amick, Matt Carr, Janet Cum*
mings, Barbs Goldner, Arthella
Hines, John Hughes, Georgianna Hunter, Sandy McEntaffer,
Lee Rogers, Shoreen Tews, and
Nini Thompson.
Mary Amick is an English

major, an Independent, and a
member of the Sandspur staff.
Matt Carr is a physics and premed major, plays for the Independent men in intramural sports,
and writes for the Sandspur.
Janet Cummings, a Pi Phi, is
a Chapel Reader, a participant in
the Reading for Honors program,
in intramurals, and a member
of the Sandspur staff and the Pan
American Club.
Barbs Goldner, Student Council
representative for Phi Mu, is an
English major and is participating
in the program of Reading for
Honors. Mrs. Arthella Hines, Independent, is an education major
and an astronomy lab assistant.
John Hughes, a pre-law and
language major, represents Lambda Chi in Student Council. Georgianna Hunter, Independent, is a
chemistry major and recipient of
a Sorosis scholarship. Sandy McEntaffer,
Independent,
English
major, and Sandspur staff member,
was pianist for the production of
"A Doll's House" in the ART last
fall.
Lee Rogers, in addition to being

Rollins Radio Station Wins Prize
In State-Wide Safety Contest
WPRK, under the direction ot
last year's staff headed by student
manager Sandy Logan, placed second in a state-wide contest promoting highway safety, new student manager Robert Fleming has
announced.
First prize went to WGRO • m
Lake City. Station WSUN in St.
Petersburg was third, and Florida's largest station, WQAM in
Miami, won an honorable mention. The prize for second place
was a citation and a check for $60.
The radio students organized a
series of five 30 minute panel
programs dealing with all aspects
of highway safety. One student
even went so far as to produce
two five-minute spot announcements—one entitled,
"Highway
Safety from a Mortician's Viewpoint."
ODK MAKES REQUEST
The Rollins Chapter of Omicron Delta Kappa, national
men's leadership" honorary fraternity, requests that all junior
and senior men bring their activity cards in the office of the
Student Deans up to date.

The other new staff members of
WPRK along with Fleming are:
Frank Healis, special events director; Dale Montgomery, chief
announcer; Chuck Morley, Mark
Tiedje, Maggie Carrington, production staff; Anun Pora, Sid Abel, Mike Proudfit, sports department.

Sandspur Cancels
Mid-Term Issues
There will be no Sandspur next
week. The next edition of the paper will be published on Friday,
Nov. 13.
The issue originally scheduled
for Nov. 6, as well as the editions
that would normally be printed
during the mid-term weeks in the
winter and spring, has been cancelled both as an economy measure
and to allow the Sandspur staff
members to prepare for mid-term
tests.
To keep Sandspur readers informed of campus activities, some
stories have been included in this
;
ssue concerning events scheduled
Jor the week of Nov. 9.

a lab assistant in her major, biology, serves as treasurer of the
Independent Women, news editor
of the Sandspur, and is a member
of the French Club.
Two of the new members,
Shoreen Tews and Nini Thompson, were participants in the
"Term 'n' Tour" in Europe this
past summer. Shoreen, a Theta,
is an English major and a participant in the Reading for Honors
program. Nini, a Pi Phi, is an
education major, a Chapel Reader,
and a member of the French Club,
Community Service and the Flamingo staff.
The tappees will be initiated at
5 p.m. today in the Frances Chapel.
This will increase the membership
of the honorary to a total of 28.

discuss the complaint, run-off elections cannot be held.
As a result of Wednesday's vo>
ting, in which 465 ballots were
cast, only three offices—-freshman
president and vice-president and
senior secretary—were decided.
According to election by-laws of
the Student Association constitution, these final results cannot be
announced until all run-offs are
completed.
Run-off contenders for the office of senior class president are
Dale Montgomery, Sigma Nu, and
Wally Ramsey, Lambda Chi. Sandy
Logan, Kappa, and Bob Lerner,
X Club, are in the run-off for senior vice-president while Jody
Boulware, Phi Mu, and Debbie Williams, Alpha Phi, are running for
class treasurer.
With 70 per cent of the seniors
participating in the voting, 84 ballots were cast for these offices.
Eighty juniors, 65 per cent of
the class, turned up at the polls
in an election that resulted in
run-offs for all four offices.
Candidates for the office of
class president are Dick Bishop,
X Club, and Luis Dominguez,
Lambda Chi. Martha England,
Theta, and Ted Murray, X Club,
are vying for the vice-presidency
of the class.
In the other junior elections,
Jane Goodnow, Kappa, and Ginny
Willis, Chi O, are running for the
office of secretary; Jerry Beets,
X Club, and John Looby, Delta Chi,
are candidates for the position of
class treasurer.
With the highest percentage
of class members voting, 111

Concert Series Opens Sunday
W i t h Horszowski Piano Recital
The 1959-1960 Rollins Concert appearance on an international
Series will open this Sunday at program of music in New York in
8:30 p.m. in the Annie Russell observance of United Nations Day.
Horszowski will open his SunTheatre with the appearance of
day evening performance with
Mieczyslaw Horszowski, pianist.
Mr. Horszowski was appointed "Prelude pour piano" by Casals,
visiting professor of piano last followed by Bach's "Partita No. 5
year and returns to Rollins from in G major," and Brahms' "FantaEurope where he appeared at fes- sies, Opus 116."
The Beethoven "Sonata in C
tivals this summer.
A member of the faculty of the minor, Opus 111" will conclude
Curtis Institute of Music of Phil- the program.
Mr. Horszowski will end this fall
adelphia, Mr. Horszowski has been
the recipient of
international term visit with master classes
praise as a pianist of foremost Monday in Daytona Beach and
Tuesday in Martin Hall and will
caliber.
Virgil Thomson, critic for the return to Rollins in January and
New York Herald Tribune, de- April for further master classes
scribed the pianist's playing: and recitals.
"Few pianists play with such
beauty, such distinction, such
unfailing
seriousness
of
thought..."
At the age of 14 he had made
several tours of Europe, had
played as soloist with leading
symphony orchestras, and had given a recital before Pope Pius X.
The pianist is perhaps best
known for his artistic collaboration with Pablo Casals, the illustrious Spanish 'cellist and conductor.
Horszowski and Casals have
made many tours of Europe together, doing programs of Bach,
Beethoven, and Brahms. As a conductor of repute, Casals had often
invited Horszowski to appear as
soloist.
Last November Horszowski accompanied Casals at the latter's
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sophomores, 80 per cent of the
class, cast ballots in Wednesday's elections.
Vying in the run-off for the
class presidency are Linda Quails,
Kappa, and Jack Sutliff, Sigma
Nu. Steve Cutter, Delta Chi, and
Chuck Mattraw, Sigma Nu, are
candidates for vice-president.
In competition for the office of
sophomore secretary are Rena Ortstadt, Kappa, and Ruth Lynn Whittaker, Theta; in the race for class
treasurer are Pat Ganson, Kappa,
and Joan Watzek, Theta.
For the first time since 1955
when Conrad Bolinger won the office of freshman president on the
first ballot, the frosh presidential
post was decided Wednesday without the necessity of a run-off.
Freshman offices at stake are
those of secretary and treasurer.
Virginia Campbell and Sandra
Rainey are vying for the office
of secretary, while Paul Brennan and Woody Woodworth are
running for freshman treasurer.
Only 160 freshmen, or approximately 65 per cent of those students
who are ranked in the freshman
class, participated in the balloting.
Seventy per cent of the student
body voted on Wednesday; the 465
ballots cast was an increase of 46
over the number cast at class elections last fall.

Mansfield Appoints
Looby, Moress
Fiesta Co-Chairmen
At Student Council meeting Monday night Pres. Dick Mansfield
appointed and representatives approved Stan Moress and John
Looby to head Fiesta. Mansfield
followed last year's precedent in
appointing co-chairmen because of
the amount of planning and work
involved in the Fiesta program.
Representative J u l i e S m i t h
asked that the automatic beer can
opener taken from Dubsdread the
night of the Phi Mu Dance be returned. Mansfield pointed out the
privileges Dubs offers to Rollins
students and urged that nothing
be done to offend the management.
At a recent meeting with Dean
Scroggs, Mansfield reported, an
agreement was reached on the
proper procedure by which Student
Council business will be presented
to the faculty.
All Council motions pertaining
to academic problems will be re*
ferred to Dean Scroggs, who will
either place the business on the
faculty agenda or refer it to the
proper faculty committee. All
other business will be treated
similarly by the Student Deans.
A balance of $5,998.65 ;it the
end of the '57-'58 year was reported by Comptroller Chuck Allen.
Total income of the Student Association for '58-'59 was $31,603.64;
expenses were $24,888.63, leavl
ing a balance of $6,715.01.
Vice - president Tony Toledo,
chairman of the Social Committee, reported that no group had
shown interest in sponsoring a
Christmas Dance. A motion for
Council to sponsor such a dance,
if possible, was passed by the
representatives.
The next Student Council dance
will be held November 7 from
3:30 to 12:00 in the San Juan
Hotel. Dress will be formal.

Two

The

Famous Film Series To Feature
Prize-Winning Movie From Italy
A penetrating story of modern
youth, filmed by Italy's renowned
director, Federico Fellini, is scheduled as the second offering of the
current Famous Film Series at
Rollins College. It will be shown
Sunday evening Nov. 1, at 6:30
and 8:45 in the Fred Stone Thea-
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Dean Discusses Faith In Education

The director, Fellini, also created La Strada, the opening film
in this year's series.
The Italian film comes complete
with English subtitles. Tickets
may be purchased at the box office on Sunday evening or by mail
to Box 276, Rollins College Indi-

By CHARI PROBASCO
Sandspur Staff

Dean Schiller Scroggs addressed the After Chapel
Club last Sunday on the topic
of "Faith in Education."
Each member of the club
received a copy of the bookte
V l d U a I t i c k e t s f o r t h e fil
L . ~i
xrt „
-u *.
™ are 70 let "College and C h u . - c h "
The film
Vitellom
for the public and 50 cents
pathetic
young
men describes
without the
oc |I cente
which contained an article by
for Rollins students and staff.
cupations who are supported by
Dean Scroggs on the subject
parents and friends, whose usefor discussion. The students
less lives are spent in pursuit of
were acquainted w i t h the
physical pleasure and money. The
article and used it as a source
story deals with the experiences
of questions.
of one of these "Vitelloni" and the

College Celebrates
74th Anniveirsary "Everyone builds his own
vate world of ideas," began

tragedy he brings into the life of
a young girl
Wednesday, Nov. 4 marks thp
Fellini sees his people straight 74th anniversary of Rollins Col
and whole, most warmly and na- h e g e . Since the college was found
turally loves them and hates them ed in 1885, with the backing of the
and takes them as they are...And if lorida Congregational Associa
in Fellini's hands, people some tion, close to 3000 people have been
times seem more important than graduated from the school, and
the screen has made them appear many others have been students
for years; they seem large, some- here.
how, even the lowliest and most
In recent years an all-eolleo-e
hopelessly lost among them," the
convocation has been held each
movie critic for Time magazine
November to commemorate the
commented.
college's anniversary, but this year
Vitelloni has won a number of no convocation has been scheduled
international awards, including the Explains Dr. A. J. Hanna, viceGrand Prize at the Venice Film president of the college, "We're
Festival, the French award for the saving-'our fire for-the next year, I
best foreign film of the year, and .
)th anniversary." The acathe Italian award for the best film | demic year 1960-61 will b highof the year.
lighted by a special Diamond Jubilee celebration.
Although no special activities
Cheerleaders Add have
been planned for the college,
Hanna announces that in observance of the anniversary this year
Two More Members the
Orange County Association of
Ann Berry, junior independent, I H [ l g h School Teachers has been bland Celie Smith, senior Chi O, have V l t e d t o ^ o u r t h e campus. Refreshbeen selected as the two new mem- ™ e n t s will be served for the visit01 s
bers of the cheerleading squad.
; Wednesday in the Mills Memo1
Seventeen girls entered 'he pre- rial Library
Other annual events held in honliminary tryouts, and from these
were chosen the five who competed or of the college's history include
in the finals last Thursday night. Founder's Week with the Anima"We were very pleased with the ted Magazine in late February and
turnout we got," said Nancy the Charter Day Alumni Reunion
in April.
Pfanner, cheerleader captain.
Jack Sutliff and George Elliott
were also added to the squad earlier this month. Other returning
members are Joan Brand, Jane
Goodnow, and Ginny Willis.

prithe
Dean. "The problem is getting the
worlds together."
He explained that science has
made difficult the unification of
ideas with the modern method of

thinking which requires a valida- tions of the human race."
tion of every hypothesis. "It
The students questioned Dean
makes the student question re- Scroggs on the theory that the
ligion by asking 'How do I know world is improving. Bob Fleming
that this is t r u e ! ' " stated Dean asked, "What about the existence
Scroggs.
of w a r ? " "
To separate religious beliefs
"It is an idea and not people
from beliefs which can be proved, that we fight in wars," said the
Dean Scroggs suggested "com- Dean. "There is nothing in the
partmentalizing," since religious Bible which says that man should
belief cannot be simply disregard- not fight for right."
ed.
"Your thesis is t h a t man has beDean Scroggs brought out the come closer to God over the years.
fact that only recently has man But has human nature actually
conceived of a "God with feeling." improved?" asked Anita Tanner.
This is connected with th-3 idea
The Dean said that this is hard
that the world is now a better to answer since there is such a
place, and has improved over the
fine line dividing the "inherited "
centuries.
and the "learned."
To sum up his remarks the
' Dean Scroggs' final ramaik was
Dean explained, "We know the his basic reason for accepting God.
truth with certainty when we "The other alternative is purely
are able to accept the convicunthinkable," he explained.

Omar Khayyam writes a new jingle
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Winter Park, Florida

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*
Y o u can read this world-famous
daily newspaper for t h e next six
months for $ 5 , just h a l f the
regular subscription rate.
Get top news coverage. Enjoy
special features. Clip f o r reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check.or money order. Use c o u pon below.
The Christian Science Monitor ~p."cM
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
• 6 months $5 • 1 year $10
• College Student • Faculty Member

Old Omar has come up with another corker of a
couplet. Freely translated from the Persian:

o

0
o

Portraits of
Distinction
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State

".

*This special offer available ONLY to college
students, faculty member, M d wlieg. l i b S r g !

LAKE SHORE COURT
Winter Park, Fla.
MEMBER QUALITY COURTS
A.A.A. — DUNCAN HINES

On Beautiful Lake Killarney

It's what's up front that counts
If it hasn't got it there it hasn't got it
True, the lines don't scan. But what
do you expect from a t e n t - m a k e r the perfect rhyme of "Winston tastes
good like a cigarette should"?
We'll admit that something may have
been lost in the translation. But when
it comes to Winston, nothing is lost in
the translation of rich, good tobacco
taste. T h a t ' s because up front of a
pure white filter Winston has FilterB l e n d - a special selection of mild fla-

vorful tobaccos specially p r o c e s s e d
tor hlter smoking.
Winston is designed to taste good.
Ur, as Omar puts it:
The Moving Lighter lights;
and having lit,
Flicks off. T h e n you draw on IT,
And bit by bit smoking pleasure
mounts;
W u h Filter-Blend up front,
Winston's got what c o u n t s !
^ . H E Y H O L D , TOBACCO CO.. W 1 N S T 0 N . S A L E M .

N.
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Rollins Initiates Co-op
Plan With Georgetown
Details of a co-operative program with the Foreign Service
and Graduate Schools of Georgetown
University,
Washington,
D.C., were announced to the Sandspur last week by the Dean's office
and by Dr. Robert Plumb, assistant
professor of history and co-ordina-;
tor of the program.

the fall of 1960. Interested students should contact Dr. Plumb
in Carnegie Hall.
In addition to the Georgetown
program, Rollins has co-operative
programs with the Amos Tuck
School of Business Administration at Dartmouth, the School of
Forestry of Duke University and
Under the plan a student will with the medical schools of Duke,
spend three years at Rollins ma- Tulane, and Vanderbilt.
joring in history and government.
He will be expected during this
time to develop adequate backgrounds in English, economics, and
geography and will study three
years of a foreign language.
At the end of the third year the
Mr. Wagner, head of the Theastudent,
upon
acceptance
by tre Arts Department, will give a
Georgetown, may enter the Ed- lecture at the Annie Russell Theamund A. Walsh School of Foreign tre on Saturday, Nov. 7, at 2:30
Service for a year's professional p.m.
study.
The lecture, entitled "American
Upon completion of the fourth Musical Comedy," relates to the
year the student will receive an coming production of Guys and
A.B. degree from Rollins and Dolls. Mr. Wagner may read or
will be eligible to enter the play selections from other musiGraduate School at Georgetown cals as examples; he will also disfor a further year's work in cuss some of the production probForeign Service.
lems of Guys and Dolls.
The program is designed to proMany people of the community
vide students with the advantages
turn
out for these lectures, but
of pre-professional training in a
small liberal arts school coupled Wagner feels that most students
with professional training in the do not know about them, for the
oldes| and largest foreign service student turnout has been poor irt
the past. Explaining that the talk
school in the nation.
will last only an hour, he comThe Georgetown Foreign Ser- ments, "I sure would like to see
vice School opened a new build- more students there."
ing last October. Housed in the
building is the Institute of Languages and Linguistics with indiClothing, Shoes, Bags
vidual booths and tapes of over
Jewelry, Household Items
100 languages.
Dr. Plumb, who received his
Bought and Sold
M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from.
Georgetown, pointed out that an
important advantage of the InstiBring Yours In
tute is the Washington location,
with its access to government experts and persons connected with
foreign embassies in Washington.
701 West Fairbanks
Any qualifying junior will be
eligible to enter Georgetown unWinter Park
der the co-operative program in

Wagner To Speak
On Musical Comedy

HOTBOX GIRLS Joan Brand, Sally Reed, and Jamie Henry pose in front of the Annie Russell Theatre.
The student opening night of Guy and Dolls is scheduled for Monday evening, Nov. 9.

Rollins Players Start Season With Song;
'Guys And Dolls7 To Open Nov. 9
By LINDA KIMPTON
Sandspur Staff

The Rollins Players are
starting off the season with
a song . . . or to be more specific, with songs. The first
production in the Annie Russell Theatre this year will be
the Broadway hit musical,
Guys and Dolls, opening on
Monday, Nov. 9, under the direction of Arthur Wagner of
the Theatre Arts Dept., and
Robert Hufstader, Director of
the Conservatory.
Last year the first student night
was introduced in Rollins theatre
productions and met with great
enthusiasm and success. "Opening
night," comments the ART director, "I'd like to have a full house
and we should." Mr. Wagner
also expressed a hope that on this
night the social groups on campus
would give the play a break by
having any meetings finished before curtain time.
Tickets will be available on
Monday, Nov. 2, at the Beanery
during lunch and dinner, as well
as at the ART box office from
3-5 during the day. Every student with a student association
card is entitled to one free
ticket.
The cast of 50, the costumes, the
musical comedy plot with its guys,
girls, lyrics, and gags is a big undertaking for a group with only
18 hours a week for rehearsals,
but Wagner and Hufstader appear
confident that all will go well.
The story of a- New York gambler, Sky Masterson, (Chuck Morley), who falls in love with an
anti-sin campaigning Salvation Army worker, Sgt. Sara Brown,
(Mary Goodall), forms the basis
for the musical comedy. This production has everything from the
well-known music (directed by Mr.
Hufstader) and choreography (directed by Barbara Zeigler) to an
interesting and amusing plot.
The correlation of two major
themes—the romance of the dicethrowing Masterson and the soulsaving Sgt. Brown, plus a longlived romantic attraction in the
form of a 14 year engagement; between gambler Nathan Detroit
(Steve Kane) and chorus girl Miss

Adelaide (Sara Reed)—makes this
a one-of-a-kind double header.
The part of Sky Masterson is
done by Rollins senior, Chuck Morley. A member of the Rollins Players, Morley appeared in Life with
Father in his sophomore year and
last year in Pride and Prejudice,
The Italian Straw Hat, and took
the title role in Androcles and the

cerpt from J. D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye. Sara is a Theta Alpha Phi and the secretary of the
Rollins Players.
Claudia Melton, a Rollins sophomore* this year, one of Damon
Runyam's "Dolls'' as well as the
understudy for the part cf Sgt.
Brown, is a member of the Chapel
Choir. She appeared last year in
Lion. •
Sister Angelica and Pride and
Mary Goodall, former member Prejudice.
of the Rollins Singers and the
Chapel Choir, portrays Sgt. Sara
Brown. In her freshman year at
Rollins, Mary appeared as Monica
in The Medium.
Nathan Detroit is played by
Steve Kane, junior. Last year
A bermuda dance will be held
Kane appeared in Teahouse of the at Tubsdread Country Club, on
August Moon, The Italian Straw Saturday, Oct. 31, from nine to
Hat, The Three Sisters, Androcles 12 p.m., it was announced last
and the Lion, and played the lead week by Bunky Davis, chairman.
in the Southern Savoyard producThe Halloween dance is an antion of H.M.S. Pinafore.
nual affair sponsored by PanhelTheatre Arts major Sara Reed lenic and Inter-Fraternity Countook the lead two years ago in the cils to offer organized recreation
production of Born Yesterday. for Rollins students on Halloween
Last year she played in The Three night. Until last year when the
Sisters as well as directed an ex- first such dance was held, that
night was known as a time for
dormitory raids and riotous actions
by Rollins students causing much
damage to facilities and occasionally to the students themselves.

Panhell, IFC Give
Halloween Dance

Cloverleaf
Women
Hold Open House
On Sunday, Nov. 1, Alpha Phi
sorority and the Independent women will jointly hold an open house
at Cloverleaf. For many students
this will be their first opportunity
to see the residence hall since its
redecoration by Pres. and Mrs.
Hugh F. McKean this summer.
The reception will be held from
2:00 to 4:00 p.m., and 200 to 300
persons are expected to attend.
Some of the girls will entertain
by singing and playing the piano
while others will serve punch and
cookies.
The Panhellenic Council had
granted permission for freshman
women to visit the Alpha Phi
rooms under the condition that all
Alpha Phi's remain downstairs.
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EYE GLASSES • HEARING AIDS
PRESCRIPTION DARK GLASSES
11S1 Orange Ave., Winter Park

Midway 4-7781

CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Yes, we are here to serve you as we have
been doing for Rollins Students for 42 years.

First National Bank at Winter Park
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

o Hotel Rooms, Kitchenettes, Apts. o

y#'Host for College Athletes"!]
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In Sterling Silver or Solid Gold
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For Quick, Efficient
Come to the New,

reminder

Service

Afma

Modern

Cafeteria
631 S. ORLANDO AVENUE

4 Hour Service

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

WINTER PARK
LAUNDRY
School
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RAMSDELL'S OPTICIANS

of his

Mater

or

your own.
Wear his College ring in miniature on bracelet or neck
chain.

Complete Laundry
and Dry-Cleaning
Shirts, Trousers
and Blouses Our
Specialty

1 Block From

"We hope that this year, as last
year, boys will go to the girls'
dorms to pick up dates—not panties." Davis adds.

Nearly New Shop

HOURS: 11 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. and 4:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
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Zhe Mom (Jlass
JEWELERS
108 Park Avenue, North

Phone Ml 7-2234
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By Charles M. Schulz

PEANUTS

SANDSPUR EDITORIALS

A L L YOU MAVE TO oo is

PUBLICATION ELECTIONS NEED REAPPRAISAL
There is one aspect of the student gov- s
ernment of Rollins College which we feel
deserves careful study and perhaps a reappraisal—that is the current practice of electing a business manager for the yearbook and
both a business manager and an advertising
commissioner for the newspaper.
According to policy now in effect, these
business positions on the publication staffs
are filled in the spring of the year when Student Council officers are elected. Interested
students must submit a letter of application

'ROUNDS ROLLINS
By Deb n' 7 \ir
This week Deb n' Air have the pleasure
of passing on to you a selection! written by
a sorority member who, as you will see, must
remain anonymous. In printing a guest contribution we are merely following our great
leader, the editor of this attempt at journalism. If she can have guest editorials, then
we, by Jove, can have guest literary works.
Shoufd you have an inspiration you think
worthy of this column, send it to the feature
editors. We'll pick it up from there and give
it a tumble.
"2:30 Friday Night"
"Hello, Caroline! Won't you have
some punch?"
(My God! This freshman is out to
lunch.)
"Your major? English? A good
choice, my dear."
(Note the long pencil behind her
ear.)
"Beg pardon ?" "Mumphfic grybile"
(for goodness sakes,
She's crammed her mouth with four
cup cakes.)
"A cigarette? Why thank you! It's
only a loan."
(A long pause ensues—she rolls her
own.)
"New York? I've been there! A
beautiful city."
(One eye is crossed! A terrible--"
pity.)
"Excuse me, Caroline, but it's time
to sing."
(Keep calm and remember the
smile's the thing.)
"Goodbye, Caroline, 'twas a treat to
have met you."
(And I pity the sorority that gets
you!)
*****
Short note to freshman men: Those new,
odd looking fellows you've been seeing since
Sunday are a special breed of fraternity men.
They are called CLOSET CASES
* * * * -#
Attention Rule Enforcement Division of
Pink Palace. Gambling on campus is listed
among the "must-nots" in the Blue Book.
Since when is the ART exempt from these
laws? I heard about the wildest crap game
they have going down there. Something
ought to be done about it.

to the Publications Union; the Union then
approves the candidates, and the students
decide the matter at the polls. To be eligible
to run for Sandspur business manager, a student must have taken a course in accounting, but there are no other necessary qualifications for the business offices except that
candidates must be sophomores or juniors.
While the publications have had many
excellent business managers and advertising
commissioners in the past, we fail to see why
these staff positions should be elective. All
other masthead positions are appointed by
the editor and come under the jurisdiction
of the editor; there seems to be no logical
reason why there should be any difference
in the method of selecting these staff members than in choosing assistant editors or
circulation managers. If it is felt that these
positions carry enough responsibility that
there should be some extra check on how
they are selected, the students appointed by
the editor could be approved by the Publications Union, or interested students could
submit letters of application to the Union
and that group could make the final decision.
Certainly, these business positions on the
two publications are not political offices.
Advertising commissioners and business
managers can wisely be selected only on
their ability to sell ads and to keep^books,
but whether or not a candidate has these
qualifications is not readily obvious to the
student at the polls; as it is now, the voter
must' make the decision, but he does not
have the first hand knowledge necessary to
make that decision.
Our student publications, in addition to
being workshops in journalism, are small
business enterprises, and, as such, they are
run most efficiently when the person in
charge—in this case the editor—has a certain amount of control over all of the publication's functions.
For these "reasons, we feel that elections
for these business positions should be discontinued and that these offices should be
chosen by and be directly responsible to
either the publication editors or the Publications Union.

A PERFECT DAY
By FROST

By T. S. Darrah

We are usually routed out of bed by the
jarring sound of our trusty alarm clock;
however, this morning, sweet music from
the hi-fi of our suitemate drifted in through
the door, and we were awakened most pleasantly. Donning clothes, we trundled to breakfast. Surprise! The eggs had been cookec} for
at least four minutes past that glutinous
embryonic stage at which they are usually
presented, and the coffee more than faintly
resembled coffee. At A-period, a scrawled
note upon the blackboard notified us that
class was to be called off. Our post-office box
was spilling over with mail at,9:30, and the
jukebox in the Center had abandoned rock
'n' roll in favor of Rimsky-Korsakoff.

"Arguments are to be avoided," quipped
that master quipster Oscar Wilde. "They are
always vulgar and often convincing."
"^"^
H This may be a sane obser| vation but it still leaves - out
ifthe chief reason. Billy Phelps,
i o f Yale fame, disliked conitroversy because it usually
ileads nowhere. "In a wordy
iquarrel those who listen are
•generally more interested in
;,.<the combative skill of the ant a g o n i s t s than in the question
discussed—the appeal fundaT. S. Darrah mentally is not to the love of
truth, but to the sporting instinct. Being both a lover of sport and a man
of peace, I enjoy the violence of strife in
games and the calm of study and contemplation. I do not like to see one usurp the other's
place."

So it went all day. WPRK was operating
on AM, and as we turned on the news, we
heard that Khrushchev had agreed on complete disarmament and a unified Germany.
Upon reaching the Winter Park Bank, we
found that our small pittance of a balance
had been increased substantially by a kindly
donation from home. The evening went
splendidly. It had not rained all day, and the
stars were breaking through the twilight
dusk. The sacrificial offering at Beans was
roast beef, and, as we cut into it, there issued
forth no protesting "moo." Homework was
negligible, and so we sacked out early. While
dropping off to Sleepsville, however, we
heard a most peculiar noise. It was a sound
nkin to the shattering shriek of an alarm
clock. Then we woke up for good.

The Chapel Tower

U)ALK OP TO A H0U5£, RING
THE DOOZdElL AND S t y
" 1ROCS Ofc TREATS/"

IT

GOO0...I WOULDN'TOJANf
TO BE ACCUSED OF TAKING
PART IN'A RUMBLE1.

Peanuts is a regular feature of the Orlando Evening Star.

Faculty Forum

Labor Act Source 01 Contention
By PROF. FLORENCE PETERSON
(Written for the Sandspur)
The "Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959"
is the first major labor legislation since the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947. The new law represents a hotly contested compromise
among numerous bills which Avere introduced in both houses of Congress, all of which were incited by the McClellan Committee disclosures of corruption and racketeering by certain union officers and
by some employers in collusion with union officers.
Two years ago the AFL-CIO expelled half a dozen unions because of their officers' dishonest practices, but expulsion from the
parent organization did not always result in a clean-up, especially
in the case of txte powerful Teamsters' union. Realizing this the AFLCIO, although traditionally opposed to. government intervention in
internal union affairs, actively supported proposed legislation which
would be anti-racketeering but would not, as they expressed it, "destroy the ability of honest unions to do an effective job to improve
wages and working conditions."
The bone of contention during the Congressional debates, therefore, was not over proposals related to corrupt practices but over
other matters concerning employer-union relations which various
groups wanted to include in the new law. Most, but not all, of these
latter were eliminated in the law as finally enacted.
The anti-corruption provisions of the new law specify t h a t all
unions must submit annual financial reports to the Secretary of Labor
showing receipts, loans and disbursements, including officers' salaries
when more than $10,000; union officers,must report any gifts received from employers and any stock purchased by them in companies with which the union deals; employers must report any gifts
made to union officers and all expenditures (other than salaries of
regular employees) used to influence union members; union officers
must be elected by secret ballot at least every three years and must
be bonded upon taking office; no person may hold a union office who,
within the preceding five years, has been a member of the Communist Party or has been convicted of a crime.
Provisions not related to corruption place a ban on secondary
picketing and restrict organizational picketing; give to the states
the right to intervene in labor disputes where the National Labor Relations Board refuses to enter; allow construction unions and employers to negotiate contracts providing for the union shop except in
states where such contracts are illegal; permit agreements in both
the construction and the garment industries which require that subcontract work be done by unionized firms.
Employers are much disappointed with this watered-down version of the original Landrum-Griffin bill which had contained
many more restrictions against unions. Organized labor is vigorously opposed to the new restrictions on picketing which it feels will
seriously affect the unions' ability to extend their membership into
new areas. The constitutionality of these picketing provisions as
applied to particular situations will undoubtedly be contested in the
courts.
The anti-corruption features of the Act will serve to deter racketeering and corruption in employer-union relations and dishonesty
among union officers, but only the future will tell what effect the law
will have on the chief offender, the Teamsters' union. Pres. James C.
Hoffa has engaged a battery of smart lawyers who say they are finding many loopholes by which the intention of the law can be circumvented—or at least enforcement can be delayed through prolonged
litigation.
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Alter 7-Day Pursuit, Philossphy Major
Bob Rauch Consents To ?Spur Interview
Not that it's unusual t h a t Jim Brown dates, but this is carrying
it too far! J u s t what seems to be the matter, J i m ? Give Halibut a
break.
Man, like this p a r t y was so far out it was in! All the local " B e a t s "
drifted to the Delta Chi pad and sipped Expresso while Myrna Mathis
gave a real earthy performance reading poetry. From our vantage
point, ideally situated near the 1 Expresso pots, we noticed most of the
girls were real, including one silver-haired "mummy." Did you learn
that beard-growing technique in Greenwich Village, Jackson?
The campus thief got nine months. The bail was set at $1100;
obviously the poor guy didn't have it. Thanks to Rich, Dan, and Clay
for being our heroes.
After their serenade last week, the Snakes were greeted by a
friendly delegation of Clubbers; this resulted in a near rumble. Mrs.
Belton was taking bets on the winner. Incidentally, this was Bruce's
third serenade at the Pi Phi house; what's the big attraction?
In spite of Chief Buchanan's warning, many Clubbers really hung
one on last week what with a beer p a r t y Saturday night and Sunday.
The party more or less ended when the keg ran out at 9:30. It's a certainty t h a t the Chi O's and the Kappas were a g r e a t aid in polishing
off the beer.
All the freshmen candidates this year are really counting on the
girl's votes; in fact, Bob Carlson has been seen carrying t r a y s in the
Beanery and lighting girls' cigarettes. " S a m " Palmer is showing loyalty by making Pete Kellogg's posters.
Old Rollins students never die; they just r e t u r n here to party.
The campus was crowded this week. Andy Anderson returned to see
the Chi O's or Phil; we don't know which. Sonny came back in the
nick of time to give the new pledges lessons in drinking. Bill Dunnill
is beginning to look like he's doing graduate work here. Also seen
v/ere Bev Taylor and Carolyn Beer.
Initiated: Tootie Rogers and Jean Abendroth to Kappa.
Silvia Du Bois to Phi Mu
'
Sandy Holbrook and Diane Scott to Chi Omega
Serenaded: Paula Jones (Pi Phi) by Sigma Nu.
Rena Ortstadt (Kappa) and Nancy Harding (Indie)
by Delta Chi.
F r e s h m a n girls by Delts.
Pledged: 77 men to various fraternities
Mary Foltz to Gamma Phi. '

Tempo

Noisy Fans, Publicity Confusion
Upset Chapel, Theatre Routine
ART's first "pre-professional" production of the year is
in chaotic rehearsal. What with 50 odd people working on
the show, rehearsals for different phases of the show have
been at opposite ends of the campus You can always spot
a cast member by the muscles in his legs

By JUDY CARL
Sandspur Staff
After some gentle persuasion
(specifically, a seven-day pursuit,
accompanied by threats to life,
limb, and highly-valued position
as associate news editor of the
Sandspur)
modest senior
Bob
Rauch finally succumbed to the
polite interrogation of a somewhat
frazzled 'Spur reporter.
However, once Bob had agreed
to talk, he philosophized contentedly on various subjects from rock 'n
roll at Rollins to philosophical
phenomena.
Bob's interesting and pro
found opinions on such a variety
of subjects may be credited to
two t h i n g s : (1) his staying awake the night before t h e interview to think of topics so t h a t
he wouldn't have to talk about
himself; or (2) his major being
Bob studies contemporary philosophy—"Peanutphilosophy. As for his major,
Bob explains, "I began just be- students should not have deepened
The smallness of Rollins, Bob because I liked it, but my reasons and broadened beyond ; those ex- lieves, ' is beneficial "because the
for continuing have changed.
pressed in current popular songs." very close contacts with teachers
"Philosophy cuts across other
Switching from music to the and students allow us to share the
areas of study and investigates j college, Bob continued, "it seems knowledge and experiences of both.
some very important problems to me that the Rollins of 1959-60 It forces us to be more thoughtful
which students of these other sub- is. not quite the same school and perhaps more responsible
jects, because of their high de- it was four years ago.
toward others, although it somegree of specialization, ignore. The
"Rollins has lost much of its times forces us to be less sincere
way philosophy handles problems 'Southern charm' and has begun and truthful with ourselves.
gives it g r e a t power. In its ab- to place more emphasis on the
"In a school where almost everystractness it stands in relation to academic performance of students, one knows you and where there
other subjects as mathematics as evidenced by this year's Orien- are such close, constant contacts,
stands to science," the Indie men's tation Program, the recognition of you are almost forced to be a part
Student
Council
representative academic superiority through the of others' actions and thinking,
comments.
honors convocations, and the gen- sometimes to the sacrifice of
One of his more serious pas- erally higher demands of the your own.'-'
times is music. Presently Bob is school.
Bob thinks that Florida living
president of the Chapel Choir, m
"Rollins has literally been in- is "in a sense, very tempting, luxwhich he has participated since vaded by the Noi'th and its tradi- urious and catching. But, the
the* beginning of his freshman tional efficiency. A great deal of thing I miss most about the
year. A piano student for three the former spontaneity has been ; North," he explains, "are the seayears, Bob has also served in the lost; the school is fast becoming sons. Natives have tried to concapacity of "official music repor- thoroughly respectable and con- vince me t h a t Florida has seasons,
ter" for the 'Spur.
ventional."
but unsuccessfully."
"I'm always ajnazed, when sitting in the Center, at the interest
of so many Rollins students in
rock 'n roll. One of the best reDIAMONDS
WATCHES
cent developments in popular music is the appearance of an idiom
expressive of teen-age years, but
I wonder if the emotions of college
Jeweler

J. CALVIN MAY

We guess t h a t the rainy sea,_.„*;
son's heat and humidity finally got
the better of Dean Darrah...he
became a bit upset by the whir
of the fans near the altar...an
Over 50 Rollins co-eds were
obliging choir member rushed to present at the first meeting of the
THEATRE
assist!
Community Service Club, held
North of Gateway
Wednesday, Oct. 21. The Club
is sponsored by the Knowles Mem- IBach choir is slated to sing orial Chapel.
Fri.-Sat.
I
I
"Mozart's Requiem" for their Feb"Thunder in the Sun"
j
A committee was chosen to
ruary festival....oh, well.....
make Halloween favors for the Jeff Chandler - Jacques Bergerac j
"Don't Give Up The Ship"
j
Also, the Chapel Choir plans patients of the Winter Park HosJerry Lewis - Dina Merrill
i
pital
and
the
Florida
Sanitarium.
another choral vespers in the
I
A number of girls offered to help
spring of this year.
the Social Committee decorate for
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
I
Two weeks ago, some Guys and all-college dances. Many of the
" A Private Affair"
Dolls principals, accompanied by Community Service girls will also
Sal Mineo - Gary Crosby
Messers Hufstader and W a g n e r participate in the annual "Buddy
"Away A l l Boats"
j
(have motorcycle, will t r a v e l ) , Poppy" sale, sponsored by the VetJeff Chandler - Julia Adams I
erans
of
Foreign
Wars,
which
will
sang for the Lions of Orlando.
Fabulous Fire Works, Fox News |
be held on Saturday, Nov. 7. In
Their one small problem was addition, Community Service Club
that they arrived at the wrong sponsors the All-College movies.
Wed.-Thur.-Fri.
I
luncheon just as they were about
" I t Started With A Kiss"
Many other projects are also
to sit down to someone else's planned for this year. "And this
Glenn Ford - Debbie Reynolds j
luncheon, they discovered their is only the beginning," says presi"Ride Lonesome"
'
mistake and made a hurried re- dent Linda Wolowitz. "We're go- f Randolph Scott - Karen Sleete I
"Sleepless Night"
treat to the Lions!
ing to help and have fun doing j
Maybe the other group will in- it!"
vite them back

50 Co-Eds Attend
Community
Service

WINTER PARK

:

-

We Do Our Own Engraving
Jewelry and Watch Repairing
Phone Midway 4-9704

1

Off
DUE TO THE UNSEASONABLE

OIVE STOP SERVICE

ALL T Y P E S LAUNDRY — HAND

352 P a r k Ave. S.

SPORT SHIRTS

NELSON'S LAUNDERETTE

If there is one person who
thinks music is in the air, he's
Mr. Hufstader as he rushes from
Bach Choir to Guys and Dolls to
Chapel Choir and back again...
anyone for a throat lozenge ? ? ? ? ?

WEATHER WE ARE OFFERING A LARGE

IRONING

SELECTION OF SPORT SHIRTS AT RE-

1175 North Orange Ave.

DUCED PRICES.

Don't be surprised if you hear
such sounds as "Follow the Fold"
and other ditties wafting over the
night air. It's just the Salvation
Army group out "gathering recruits"

lt's A Wonderful World
of gifts, at The Chimes. For distinctive cards that you'll
be remembered for, stationery, exciting perfumes, and
the unusual in beautiful gifts.
It will soon be time to think about Christmas. When
you need ideas, come to
^v»

FAIRBANKS
AUTO SERVICE
511 W. Fairbanks Ave.
Midway 7 2934

Winter Park's Oldest

345 Park Ave., N .
Proctor Centre
Winter Park
I o

i cu-

t-

/ ^ i
Where browsing is
so much fun

\V3
•>o<±>.

327 Park Avenue, North
n Proctor Centre
Winter Park
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77 Entering Men Pledge Rollins Fraternities

Delta Chi

Kappa Alpha Order

FIFTEEN MEN joined the ranks of Delta Chi on Pledge Sunday. Posing with mascot
Dippy the Delt are, front row, Al Lipsky; second row, pledge trainer Phil Scott, Al
Coltman, Demetrious Coutsolioustsos, Norman Lee, and Larry Magne; second row,
Dave Martin, Bob Dickey, Bob Georgia, and Breck Boynton; third row, Paul Brennan,
George Bolton, Pete Kellogg, Hank Molt, and Burt Jordan. Not pictured is Dave
Powers.

GATHERED AROUND the KA crest are, front row, .Roger Ray, Crick Hatch, John
Mitchell, and Jan Carstanjen; second row, Jeff Stoddard, Dave Lloyd, Don MacLachlan, Larry Rand, Dave Duncan, and Randy Thatcher; back row, Gary Richman, Ned
Rollins, Conrad Cower, Chuck Morley, Fritz Baer and Dyer Moss. MacLachlan and
TVIorley are upperclassmen who pledged earlier this month. -

Lambda Chi Alpha
BOASTING THE LARGEST pledge class, new Lambda Chi's are, first row, Tony
Hammock and Nate Tracy; second row, Frank Hogan, Kip Shepperd, Art McGonigle,
John Stutz, Bob Fox, Dan Reagan, and Dick Rhodes; third row, Tom Francis, Elias
Terzopaulos, Bill Camp, Frank Fox, Mike Maher, and Ralph Ward; back row' Mike
Meriney, Mike Watson, Mickey Van Gerbig, and Pete Davenport.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
PLEDGED TO Tau Kappa Epsilon, youngest fraternity on campus, Sundav moraia*
were 1. t o r . , Larry French, Bill Chapman, Tim Donnelly. Don Brown, Larry Milaer
andI J,m Bleyer. Bids were distributed through the campus mail at 9:00 a : f l L l e a c h :
of the fraternities along with new pledges then attended Chapel

Sigma Nu

^XZ^z^^s

^RIOT

row, Ken Salmon, Don N e s b U t G ^J S
pictured l T A T X r H c h e t t > —
*

Nu

sh z s ^ ™ - - "-i- 4

P"* ^ T ^ ' ™* § ^ ?arlgqn, S e C O n d
' 5 ° ? e r S I e d d . and Jerry Thompson. Not

X Club
NEWEST MEMBERS of the X Club are 1. to r first row R.r- V I
Y
ESSer G l e n
and Sam Scales; second row Dennis Casev T « I w I
'w
'
" G°Wer'
and Hoppy Conner; third r ^
^It^^T
^V", W^
Pete Marino, and Mike Pohlman. Not p i c t u r e d u £ H e l l e d
°' —
^ ^
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Seven

Names Announced

37 Upperclassmen, 17 Freshmen
Qualify For Fall Honors Program
The 37 upperclass students who
have earned an overall average of
7.0 and the 17 freshmen admitted
to Rollins with Honors at Entrance are eligible to take part
this term in the Honors Program.

Barber, Clifford Berry, Paul Brennan, Donald Brown, Walter Cain,
Virginia Campbell, Margaret Carmichael, Matt Carr, William Chapman, Patricia Corry,
Garrett
Crotty, Fred Courington, Janet
Cummings, Marilyn Dupres, Jody
Participation in this program Frutchey, Barbara Goldner, Barmay lead to graduation with hon- bara Graham.
ors if a sufficiently high academic
average is maintained. An averLeo Hansberry, John Harkness,
age of 7.5 is necessary for ^ stu- Claire Heald, Arthella Hines,
dent to be considered by the Hon- David Hines, John Hughes, Georgiors Committee for graduation with anna Hunter, Warren Keene, Lindistinction, 7.8 for graduation with da Kimpton, Danny Laurent, Sanhigh distinction, and 8.1 for gradu- dra McEntaffer, Larry Milner,
tion with highest distinction.
Donald Nesbitt, Catherine OndovFreshmen, sophomores,
a n d chak, James Page, Sally Ragsjuniors may obtain one to three dale, Priscilla Ransom, Lee Roghours credit per term for inde- ers.
pendent reading.
Jane Ruble, Arlene Sanderson,
In the senior year, candidates Sally Schreiber. Phillip Scott,
for graduation with honors do a
Mary Jane Strain, Gordon Struble,
research project or paper.
Anita Tanner, Shoreen Tews, CorThis program, under the di- nelia Tompson, Tony Toledo, JuJie
rection of Dr. Alex Waite, Van Pelt, Sally Warner, Judy Jean
chairman of the Honors Committee, Prof. Bernice Shor, and Wells, Carol Ann Wiese, Dean
Dr. Geneva Drinkwater, is now Woodworth, Jane Wright Sandra
Wyatt, and Phyllis Zatlin.
in its second year.
Students qualified to participate in the Honors Program this
term are:
Mary
4,,,

an

mt

Frances
un

mi

mi

Amick,
mi

mi

112 Park Ave., S.

mi

uu

Applications are now being accepted from students who wish to
study in the nation's capital under
the Washington Semester Plan.
Any Junior is eligible to participate, although preference may be
given to those who have completed
a course in government.
Representatives of Rollins College will be selected by the Faculty Honors Committee on the basis
of scholarship, character, and interest in government.
Under the plan, those selected
will join representatives of 70 other small colleges in four and a half
months study of political and international affairs at the American University 'in Washington,
D.C. The plan is to acquaint these
students with the functions of
government by a three-part program:

1. Each student will have the
opportunity to talk with important people connected
with the government.
2. Each student, aided by an
adviser, does a research
project on some subject
concerning the government.
3. Each takes an additional
nine semester hours in
courses offered by the University.

The students selected will attend
the spring semester at the American University, beginning in early
February, and will live in campus
dormitories. Travel expenses are
the only cost to the student.
Last year, Celia Salter, Phi Mu,
and Anita Tanner, Theta, were selected to represent Rollins in the
Washington Semester plan. Rollins has been a part of this program since 1953.

Individual Hair Styling

LEDA BEAUTY SHOP
131 Lincoln Ave., Winter Park, Fla. Postal Bldg. MI 4-8707

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!

Do you like to
dine by candlelight
in a quaint
atmosphere? . . . Take
your date to

Sarah
nn

Washington Semester Deadline Named

n«{t

M l 7-29891

RAY GREENE
REALTOR
ALUMNUS
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Italian and American Foods
at their best.
For a perfect ending
to your dinner . . .

Silver
Gold
Chromium

Spumoni, Cheese Cake, Biscuit
Tortoni, Zabaglione, Baked
Alaska

2306 N. Oranqe Ave.
'Orlando

ORLANDO
[PLATING COMPANY]

Phone GA 5-9201

1011 Virginia Drive
Orlando, Fla.
Phone: GArden 4-7850

Hours: 4:30 to 12:00
.j.

NERVES TIED IN KNOTS?
TIRED, TENSE, RUNDOWN?
see

MURIEL WAGNER, R. M.
Scientific and Swedish

MASSAGE

SPOT REDUCING

We follow your doctor's instructions
PHONE M l 4-6556

640 West Fairbanks Avenue

WPRK

On The Air
91.5 mc FM

Monday
4:30 Afternoon Concert
5:30 Call from London
5:45 Dinner Music
6:30 Audubon Highlights
6:45 A Canadian Tour
7:00 Piano Recital
7:30 Georgetown Forum
8:00 Life and Works of George
F. Handel
9:00 What's New in Classical
Records
Tuesday4:30 Afternoon Concert
5:30 Window on the World
5:45 Pinner Music
6:30 Round Rollins
6:45 Guest Star
7:00 French Masterworks
7:30 Philosophy in a Mass Age
8:00 WPRK Pop Concert
9:00 To be announced
Wednesday
4:30 Afternoon Concert
5:30 Patterns of Thought
5:45 Dinner Music

'.:#^

Winter Park

6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00
4:30
5:30
5:45
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:30
8:00
9:00

Small Talk About Hi-Fi
Medieval Miniatures
Chamber Concert
WPRK Radio Theatre
Rollins Symphony Hour
Evening Serenade
Thursday
Afternoon Concert
Dateline London
Dinner Music
Meet the Faculty
Over the Back Fence
Music from Holland
News in the 20th Century
European Concert Hall
Date with Marc
Friday
Afternoon Concert
Business Review
Dinner Music
Postmark UK
United Nations p
Vocal Recital
Self Portraits
Anthology of Jazz
Broadwav Music Hall

Filters as no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!
Here's how the Dual Filter does it:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth . . .
2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

Product of <J&<JVnvUUecm JcVaeeo-Kcmyiaty ^^^

on

<&&£&>• is our middle name' <§A. T. Co.)
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Tars Host Three
During Baseball
Week In March
Rollins baseball coach Joe Justice recently announced that the
1960 Tars will play host to Ohio
State University, Amherst College, and the University of South
Carolina during the Rollins 1960
Baseball Week held through .the
week of March 21st.
Ohio State is a regular at the
Tars baseball week. Coach Marty
Karow's boys have always been
among the toughest competition
which Rollins has had to play year
after year.
Last year Ohio State won the
top position at the end of the
baseball week, but Rollins did
•not let them go until the Tars
had defeated them once.
Amherst is a new member of
the Baseball Week teams. Amherst
has always been on the Tars
schedule, but this will mark the
first time that the Massachusetts
college will stay in Winter Park
for a week.
South Carolina is also a newcomer to the Rollins Week. Little
is known as to the past performances of this squad, but they are
expected to give Justice's boys a
better workout than N.Y.U., the
team whose place they are taking.
Rollins will open the week's
action with a double-header on
Monday against Ohio State and
Amherst. The rest of the week
the Tars will see action once a
day as the four teams plan to
play two games a day throughout
the week.

Hoopsters Prepare
For Rugged 18
Game Schedule
This year's Rollins basketball
team will face a rugged 18-game
schedule which will include ten
Florida Intercollegiate Conference
games.
» The only new team to be added
to the Tar cagers' schedule is
Transylvania College, Lexington,
Ky. Non-conference games will include Mercer University, two
games; Georgia Teachers, two
games, and a single game against
Florida State University.
Coach Dan Nyimicz has been
pleased with the showing of his
prospective team to date; however, he makes no bones that his
1959-60 squad will suffer from the
lack of height.
In FIC competition Rollins will
be out to improve on last year's
fifth place finish in the six-team
league. Last year's winner was
the University of Miami, and
Stetson Univ. was a close second.
These two teams are again expected to be the teams to beat.
Nyimicz is building his '59-'60
squad around his four returning
lettermen: Dick Bishop, Ralph
Tanchuck,
Bob
Griffith,
and
Claude Crook, but he is looking
towards the freshmen class for his
reserve strength.
The 1959-60 schedule is as follows:
l> e c . i—University of Miami, Coral
Gables
4—C. I. T., Lakeland
5—C. I. T., Lakeland
8—Jacksonville U., Jacksonville
10—Stetson, Rollins
8—Transylvania, Rollins
13—Florida Southern, Rollins
15—Mercer University, Rollins
18—Georgia Teachers, Rollins
21—Tampa, Tampa
23—Jacksonville U., Rollins
2—University of Miami, Rollins
5—Mercer University, Macon,
Ga.
Feb. 6—Georgia Teachers, Collegeboro, Ga.
Feb. 11—Florida State U., Tallahassee
Feb. 13—Tampa, Rollins
Feb. 16—Stetson, DeLand
Feb; 20—Florida Southern, L a k e land
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

One of the outstanding players for the University of Florida Soccer Club team which defeated the Tars last Saturday
at Gainesville was Emilio Lebolo, a former Tar booter.
Lebolo, a Colombian, spent
three years at Rollins and was
a member of the Tars soccer
team when the sport was started here.
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Tar Booters Oppose
Hatters Tomorrow
Tomorrow afternoon the Rollins booters will take on
their arch-rival, Stetson, on the Sandspur Bowl at 2:30.
Over the past two seasons the Hatters have gained a
3-1 lead in games won, but coaches Joe. Justice and Ernie
Wraschek expect the Tars to be up for their second FIC
contest.
The tar booters will be going into the game with a

ROLLINS SOCCER HEADS: Joe Justice, Hugh McKean, and Ernie
Wraschek, show the look of concern as they watch their Tar booters
in action. Rollins hosts Stetson tomorrow.
(photo by S t e w a r t )

Delta Chi Trounces Lambda Chi
In Men's I M Softball Action
The men's intramural softball
league finally got into full swing
this week, having outlasted the
October showers. In what could
prove to be one of the big upsets
of the season, Delta Chi romped
over Lambda Chi, 16-7 in the only
game played last Tuesday.
The inspired Delts scored six
runs before a man was retired
in the first inning and ended
the inning with seven runs off
the combined deliveries of John
Stuts and Nat Mendell.
Jack Bofinger hurled all the
way for the Delts, and he proved
to be mighty stingy with the base
hits in the clutch. This was Lambda Chi's second defeat of the
young season. They opened the
year losing to defending champions
X Club.
In other action played this week
the Indies up-ended Sigma Nu,
12-2 as hurler Bell pitched one of
the best games of the season. Carl
Mutter provided the Independants
with all the runs they needed when
he banged a bases-loaded homer
in the third inning.
During last week's action, X
Club moved another notch closer
to winning the first half as they

Sands Lose 37-36
To Phi Mu Cagers
By BABS BERTASH
Sandspur Sports Writer
The second week of women's
intramural
basketball
games
showed a decided improvement in
teamwork making the games faster and the scores closer.
The Theta's
opening
game
proved to be a "worked for" 20-10
victory over the Alpha Phi team.
The Phi's held a 6-3 lead at the
half, but Betty Van Mater tallied
up Theta points making her high
scorer with a total of 13.
The Indies couldn't hold their
half time lead against the Kappa's
who managed a 45-32 victory. Sandy Logan, mainstay of the Kappa
team, scored 21 points.
The most exciting game of
the week was played between the
Sands and the Phi Mu's. Both
teams fought point for point
throughout the entire game making the score at the final whistle
37-36 in favor of the Phi Mu's.
Freshman Karen Parachek was
high scorer with 20 points.
The Pi Phi team suffered a defeat at the hands of the Chi O's
50-36. Both teams were tied
throughout most of the third quarter, yet the Chi O's moved ahead
of the tiring Pi Phi's during the
last few minutes of the game. Star
forward was Betty Sue Lukins,
who scored 30 points for the Pi
Phi team.
Another close battle took place
Tuesday evening between the Alpha Phi's and the Gamma Phi's.
Fast action on the part of both
teams
kept
the
score
close
throughout the game. However,
Sue Smith, high scorer for the
Phi's, lead her team to a 21-2'J
victory over their opponents.

defeated Delta Chi, 5-3, in one
of the better-played games.
During Friday's action, the
Faculty suffered their first defeat
of the year at the hands of Lambda Chi. The teachers led by one
point during the contest, but Lambda Chi proved too persistent.
In Friday's other games, Sigma
Nu won its first game of the season trouncing Kappa Alpha, 19-6.
The Snakes' winning pitcher was
Winky Williams; both teams opened up in the first inning with a
combination of 14 runs.

record revealing one win, one loss,
and a single tie. After opening
with a 6-0 whitewash of Emory,
Rollins tied Florida Southern, 3-3,
and last Saturday lost to a strong
University of Florida Soccer Club,
1-0.
In the Tars' first setback of
the season, they faced one of the
best soccer clubs in the South.
Florida was well conditioned and
made few mistakes.
Rollins, which was minus the
services of Tibor Menyhart and
Chick Guerrero, who were injured
in the Southern game, missed a
lot of opportunities to score and
made numerous mistakes after
moving the ball into the Florida
territory.
It was a corner kick skidding
past a Rollins defender into the
goal during the first half which
defeated the Tars. The second
half was played on more even
terms, but Rollins was unable to
muster enough strength to score.
The Florida Southern battle
proved to be the roughest test for
the Tars. Fists were flying as

tempers reached the boiling ooint.
During the first quarter Southern scored the only goal, but the
Tars came back with Ed Leal
and Ellis Terzopoulos
scoring
goals. The halftime score read
2-1 with the Tar booters on top.
During the third quarter of the
rainy game, Southern, last year's
Florida Intercollegiate Conference
soccer champs, scored two goals to
regain their first quarter lead.
In the fourth period, Chick
Guerrero booted the ball past
the Southern goalie for the final
score of the game. At the completion of the regular time there
was a ten minute overtime, hut
it did not prove profitable to
either squad.
Rollins did not play as well as
was expected due to the roughness'
of the game. At the very end of
the overtime period Tibor Menyhart was kicked in the knee and
suffered from a broken cartilage.
He will be out for the remainder
of the season and his presence
will be sorely missed. Also injured during the battle was Guerrero. He missed the Florida game.

Time Out

Rollins Basketball Presents Unique
Problems As Tars Ready For Season
By BOB STEWART

the majority of teams it com- traveling plans, and they come
petes with, and the Tars ar-3 ren- South. If Rollins happens to have
With the start of the Rol- dered helpless when it comes time a free spot, and if Rollins happens
lins College basketball season to draw up a schedule.
to be able to find a court on which
just four short weeks away,
I feel that it is necessary that However, there are obvious rea- to play, then there is a possibility
I give an introduction, or sons why Rollins cannot match of the game's being played.
rather an explanation, to other schools in these two phases Dan Nyimicz has worked diligently at solving both problems.
those members of the Rollins of athletic life.
family who are not acquain- First of all, Rollins cannot offer He is currently trying to arrange
ted with the Tar hoopsters an athletic scholarship to a pros- a schedule as far ahead as the
and the circumstances under pective student if his parents are 1963-64 season, and he does.conin a financial position to send tinue to go all out in an effort to
which they play.
their son to college.
give Rollins material for a winThe last time that Rollins had
ning basketball team.
This
means
that
if
a
high
school
a winning basketball team was
star
from
New
Jersey,
6'9",
makes
This may seem like a trivial
1954-55. That year the Tar cagers
managed to compile a 14-12 record. the all-state team and wants to matter to some readers, but to Dan
The year before, the Tars had attend Rollins, but his parents Nyimicz, his players, and the intheir best season under coach Dan have access to a reasonable amount terested fans this is a problem
Nyimicz as they finished their of money, the college cannot of- which needs solving.
29 game schedule with a record fer the boy a scolarship. Final reThe players whom Rollins has
sult—even if the outstanding boy
of 17 triumphs.
are good ball players. It's just
wanted to bring his basketball taIn other words, Coach Nyimicz. lents to Winter Park, the college that the Tars have to compete with
who is entering his seventh year would not give him a scholarship. colleges which take a more liberal
view on athletic recruiting, and
as the hoopsters' mentor, has had
How can Coach Nyimicz fight
a losing record for the past four this? If you have the answer the end result is that Roilins loses
seasons. Why doesn't Rollins win please let Dan and me in on it. basketball games.
basketball games, and what are
Last year the Tar cagers had
As far as sens
the chances of the Tars producing
-lost seven games before they ever
duling goes, it is
a winning team this year? These
played a home game. This year
an u n d e r a t e d ,
are the natural questions which
they play their first four games
but
extremely
stem from the above facts.
away from home before opposing
valuable, p h a s e
Stetson on Dec. 10, at the Winter
Although Dan Nyimicz has a of the makeup of
Park
gym.
six-year record of 62 wins and 83 the game. In this
As for the chances for the
defeats, I would personally like to department RolTars having their first winning
give him a vote of confidence. I lins is so defiseason in the past five yearsv
cannot see how Adolph Rupp, the cient that I don't
the outlook is not the brightest.
Kentucky genius, could have done
believe there is
The Tars have only four returnany better.
another
college
ing lettermen and must count
Coach Nyimicz has been faced in the South that
Stewart
heavily on the freshmen players.
with enough problems while coach, can match the
I would not be surprised if Dick
ing at Rollins to merit his hang- Tars in number of problems faced
Bishop sets all kinds of scoring
ing the college in effigy—it's
First of all, Rollins does not. records this year, nor would I find
usually the other way around, but
have a home court. The Tars this it unusual if Ralph Tanchuck
not at Rollins.
year will play in the Winter Park
No college team can have a win- gym and at the Orlando Air Force started to show shades of Dick
ning season unless it has :wo es- Base. Last year the Tars played Bezemer, the Tars NAIA Allsential ingredients: the material some games at the Davis Armory, American two seasons ago.
If Nyimicz can come up with
to start with, and a reasonable and the year before Rollins played
some
prospects to back Bishop,
amount of say-so in the making up on the Edgewater High School
Tanchuck,
Bob
Griffith,
and
of a schedule.
court.
Claude Crook, then Rollins will I
Unfortunately for Dan Nyimicz.
Besides being a team v/ithout
he and Rollins have failed in both a home floor, Rollins does not re- make its presence felt in the Flori- [
Intercollegiate
Conference,
these categories. Rollins cannot ceive enough cooperation from the da
where the team finished with a [
get the type of material to match
visiting colleges. The schools make I 3-7 record last"year

